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1. The emergence of the nuclear age has led to the emphasis on balance of 
_________as another  means of deterrence

     	      power

     	--->> terror

     	      weapon

     	      trust

2. At the ______level, the writings of foreign minsters and key officials of states helps 
us to conduct a study into the foreign policy of such a state

     	--->> individual

     	      bureaucractic

     	      legislative

     	      international

3. The following  are obstacles to the success of nulcear non-proliferation regime 
except:

     	      Availability of materials

     	      The global spreadof scientific expertise

     	--->> Strong export control on technology transfer

     	      Weak export control on technology transfer

4. The instruments used in achieving the foreign policy of a state inclue all of the 
following except

     	      Propaganda

     	--->> Population

     	      Diplomacy

     	      Force
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5. A situation in which a nation is kept at loggerheads with another so as to reduce their 
combined power potential is reffered to as:

     	      Alliance

     	      Balance of Power

     	--->> Divide and Rule

     	      Power politics

6. According to _______ an understanding of the interconnectedness of the 
subsystems will enhance human understanding and appreciation of the dynamics of 
the social system

     	      David Easton

     	      Morton Kaplan

     	      David Singer

     	--->> Talcott Parsons

7. The factors responsible for the changing nature of war in the world include 
technology, nationalism and _________

     	      diplomacy

     	--->> strategy

     	      military power

     	      armaments

8. _________ refers to the conduct of international relations by the use of force or the 
threat of force without   consideration for the right of justice

     	      power

     	      politics

     	--->> power politics

     	      military power

9. The development of weaponry and growth in ____________espercialy since 1945 
altered the outlook of war globally

     	      global economy
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     	      peacekeeping

     	--->> technology

     	      national power

10. The elements of a country's foreign policy depends on the following except:

     	      Population

     	      Economy

     	      Geography

     	--->> Ethnic groups
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